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File preview

Nelson American Football

2016/17 Season in Review



Jono Entwistle,

Honey Badgers Secretary

QB #5: NZ Makos, NZ Steel Blacks, Nelson Honey Badgers, White Boyz



Before I begin discussing the season, a few quick thank you’s are in order.

The first being my partner in both crime and competition, Shane Tinetti. It’s appreciably

obvious that none of the football in Nelson would happen at all without his constant work and

never-ending contribution. Shane constantly demonstrates his pool of knowledge, making him

an ideal coach (and player) to build and grow football in Nelson, and remains the President

of the club for a reason. It’s also worth celebrating again his achievements in the past year at

the highest levels of our sport within New Zealand. I can personally say it has been nothing

but an honour and privilege to play and coach alongside.

A testament to Shane and his passion for the game is his family. Kyla and the kids deserve a

world of credit for lending their husband and dad out to us several nights a week (and even

more with me during Makos season). Kyla is on the Honey Badgers board and works magic

behind the scenes, so much thanks goes to her and the Tinetti family.

Similar to the Tinetti family, my partner Rach has had to put up with non-stop football for a

while. The last year took that to new heights and meant another entire year of living apart for

the sake of sport. It also meant I was away 2 out of 3 weekends with Mako’s training,

stretching our time together very thinly. Thankfully Rach is very understanding and a trip to

Miami out of it softened the blow. I am however extremely grateful for her support and

understanding (…forgiveness…).



Shane and Jono representing NZ at

the World Champs in Miami, 2016



The boys! Heck it’s been fun lads. On behalf of the coaches and admin I want to thank each of you for coming along, contributing,

learning, building and being receptive and respectful to everything that we do. Shane and I couldn’t be more proud of everyone,

and how you guys have put Nelson on the football map. As long as you guys keep coming along, and pass on your skills and

knowledge to the new faces that show up, Nelson will continue to grow and compete.

Badgers family. This extends to everyone who drops people off, picks them up, lets them out on a school night, pays for boots

and socks, likes our posts, sponsors us, and comes along to watch and support. Without the likes of Fee Lines and all the other

family members of our young players, the Honey Badgers would just be a group of aging men with no one to teach and no one to

learn from. Thank you, thank you.

American Football Canterbury. I have a lot of friends and people I consider family back in Christchurch and

within AFC. It is the stomping ground where I learned so much about the sport of football. Nelson and

Christchurch continue to have close ties and work towards similar goals. Thank you, AFC for your support

and direction. Let’s keep it going and growing for at least another 25 years.

Our sponsor, MTF. The Nelson Honey Badgers thank you for your support. The tent was an absolute lifesaver

in the Christchurch heat on game day, and really added to our team looking prepared and professional. We all

really do appreciate having a recognized brand support and sponsor our club.



A Season in Review



Honey Badgers Representative Players, 2016/17



Tyler, Dan and Shane fundraising outside The Warehouse Nelson.



The 2015/16 season concluded with a disappointing loss to Christchurch in the first annual South Island Flag Football match. For

Shane and myself things stepped up from there personally; preparing, trailing and successfully making the New Zealand Makos

flag football team. While the Honey Badgers took a back seat for the offseason, we still received much support and help from the

team and were able to promote Nelson as the Home of Flag Football. Having two NZ representatives from the (currently) small

football community here isn’t a bad feat.

The 20th of October 2016 saw the opening games of the first Nelson flag football tournament, the ‘Honey Bowl’. Three teams

entered; Blue Thugz n Harmony, Green machine and The White Boyz. The tournament began in the pouring rain of mid-October,

but displayed the bright future for football in Nelson. Over the next 8 weeks all the teams traded wins and losses, high scores and

highlight reel plays.

Emerging as the minor premieres were Green Team, led by Captain Tyler McKinnon and Quarterback Ben MacManus. It was a

roller-coaster of a season for Green Machine with some extremely memorable moments, including an “against all odds” comeback

against The White Boys. Green Machine are a prefect display of the growth of a team during a season, and an ideal representation

of our entire club’s growth as a whole. Veteran young-gun Hunter Lines and 2015 standout Simon Baxter led the Green Team

receiving core and passed on their knowledge to some exciting new players including; Dexter Rego, Gary Jeffcott and Matt Quinn.

Blue Thugz n Harmony finished second on the table, losing their Captain and Quarterback early in the season to reffing duties.

Honey Badgers veteran and strong-armed QB Carwyn Jones stepped in and led the boys on some of the most dramatic drives

and electrifying aerial displays. Finding some standout talent in Centre Malcolm Mitchell and Wide Receiver Paul Savage were

notable additions to the Badgers family, and displayed the raw talent Nelson has hiding out there. Veteran and defensive star Liam

Doherty alongside top veterans Eli Reid and Jake Watson, helped pass on their knowledge to other fresh faces including Greg

Anderson and Brody McDonald as well as Malcolm and Paul.

The White Boyz, led by myself at QB and Co-captain Dan Daly were joined by veteran Kevin Black to tame some fresh but exciting

talent. An explosive offensive unit introduced receiving studs (and Waimea College sweethearts); Mitch Bateman, Tim Reay and

Liam Baird. Returning playmaker Matt Spear was as versatile as advertised, and new additions Ben Newport and linebacking star

Jordy Smith were the heart of the White Boyz defense.



The play-off race to a Nelson Flag Football Championship began with a tall order for the third place finishing White Boyz. In order

to secure a semi-final game against the second place Blue Thugz, The White Boyz would first need to defeat both the Green

machine and Blue Thugz in back-to-back wildcard games. With their backs up against the wall, some magic was worked and some

players stepped up in a measure of degrees. A testament to team work and some good old-fashioned high scoring offensive

playmakers, The White Boyz made it through the first order of their attempt to run the table.



Dan Daly sprints away from Jordy Smith at training



Tyler McKinnon, Hunter Lines and Matt Quinn at training



The semi-final match between the Blue Thugz and The White Boyz will forever be remembered in Nelson Football history as a

spectacular. Fighting for the chance to play minor premieres Green Machine in the Honey Bowl final, everything was left on the

field. The final 2 and half minutes of the game recorded 4 scoring drives paired with 4 lead changes. It came down to the wire,

and ultimately Blue Thugz simply didn’t have enough time to drive the field and take the lead back in the ping-pong back and fourth

of the final few minutes. Carwyn demonstrated time and again his arm strength and big play ability. Speedster Mitch Bateman was

integral in many of the White Boyz scoring plays, and again demonstrated the talent Nelson has in its pocket. It was a spectacular

game to play in, and a product of much hard work throughout the season.



Green Machine hosted The White Boyz in the Honey Bowl final, lead out onto the turf by Tyler and Ben. Trading scores early, Ben

broke the offensive deadlock by picking off (me... Thanks Ben.) The White Boyz Quarterback. White Boyz fought back with some

solid defensive stands, led by their season defensive MVP Jordy Smith. His presence in the middle of the field stifled Green

Machines short-yardage game and helped The White Boyz build a lead going into the half.

The second half opened with another pair of scoring drives from each team, Tyler making huge plays for Green Machine on both

sides of the ball and leading them through the diversity of missing key players. The White Boyz however proved to have too much

offensive firepower and were able to hold onto their lead through to the final whistle.



Referee Shane Tinetti hosted the post-match ceremony,

congratulating The White Boyz on the first flag football championship,

and the other two teams on a fantastic season. I was lucky enough to

be named Honey Bowl MVP, while Ben McManus was named season

MVP for his standout performances and leadership.



It was particularly special to be part of the first (of many!) official

competition seasons in Nelson. For everyone who played, competed

and helped make it a success, again a big thank you. The title defense

this coming season will be fierce!



The football season didn’t end here, with the annual Honey Badgers vs AFC Redbax South Island Football Championship just

around the corner. In fact, it was from this point forward that we really saw what our players were made of. Training stepped up a

notch, focus was tuned in, and the hard work mentality took over. While the NFL playoffs came into full swing the Honey Badgers

rep selection came into focus.

It was clear to Shane and myself early on that simply selecting one representative Honey Badgers team would be both a mistake

and a waste. We clearly had two teams worth of strength and skill and wanted to display all of that to our Christchurch brothers.

Therefore, it was decided that there would be two representative teams, the Honey Badgers A squad and the Honey Badgers B

squad:



Nelson Honey Badgers A Squad

Tyler McKinnon

Shane Tinetti

Malcolm Mitchell

Mitch Bateman

Tim Reay

Ben MacManus

Jono Entwistle

Paul Savage

Simon Baxter

Matt Quinn

Liam Doherty



Nelson Honey Badgers B Squad

Gregory Anderson

Carwyn Jones

Daniel Daly

Gary Jeffcott

Hunter Lines

Matt Spear

Jordy Smith

Harry Scott

Jake Watson

Dexter Rego



The team running through drills at a Badger training session



As fun as the Honey Bowl tournament was, being back under the Honey Badgers banner with everyone working towards the same

goal made for a particularly satisfying 2 months of training and preparation. Bar the painful departure of the Green Bay Packers

from the NFL playoff race and the unfortunate (…Hunter knew all along) yet unbelievable and extraordinary Super Bowl victory by

the New England Patriots, the stage was set for the main event. Nelson vs Christchurch…



Departing in various groups on the 10th of Feb, the team made our way down to Christchurch with the majority of the boys staying

just outside of Hornby, close to the playing fields. A quiet night had the team up early to go over the day’s game plan, and name

the starting units before heading to Te Kahu Park.



Under the banner of the MTF tent the Badgers practiced our sharp warm-up routine. February 11th, Game Day!



MTF tent set up for game day!



Liam Doherty, Gary Jeffcott and Tyler McKinnon backpedalling in warmups



Full team warmups on game day, Te Kahu Park Christchurch



Kickoff was 11am for the Honey Badgers A Squad.

It wasn’t long before the Badgers, who started with the ball, found their way into the end zone. It was in fact the second play from

scrimmage that saw Mitch Bateman take a short pass the length of the field and into pay dirt. The Redbax however fought back,

and too drove down the field to score. A similar second drive by the Badgers saw another quick score, with some more big yards

after catch. Redbax savvy veteran QB Mase Shaw kept things rolling on their side of the field with another score. After a broken

play saw Ben MacManus get open deep for a wide-open touchdown reception, the Badgers stellar defensive lineup showed their

metal. Shane and Liam rallied the defensive unit, forcing the first turnover on downs of the game. This paved the way for a

spectacular catch and spin into the end zone for Centre Malcolm Mitchell as the final scoring drive of the half, as another defensive

stop again kept the Redbax out of the end zone. A mighty first half by the Badgers had us up by two touchdowns, and 20 minutes

away from victory.



#10 Mitch Bateman breaks away for a Badgers touchdown



#11 Paul Savage avoids flag-guarding after a catch and run



The second half started in similar fashion to the first, with a quick score by each team. WR

and pass-rush specialist Paul Savage recorded the Badger A’s only sack of the game, along

with a half-field run catch and run. Malcolm and Mitch recorded their second touchdowns

each and things were rolling offensively and defensively. It was here that things took a dive.

A series of incredible connections between Mase Shaw and his athletic receivers including

NZ Mako’s and U19 Steel Blacks Player Will Bartels, and big time veteran receiver James

Rougham, saw the Redbax get back within 2 scores of the Badgers. As Badgers QB (I

should have thrown the ball away far sooner…) was sacked in the end zone, the Redbax

were awarded 2 points and the ball back, with a chance to tie the game and potentially take

the lead with a successful extra point. They did so in a clinical scoring drive which included

a 4th down conversion and a successful extra point, taking a late game lead of 36-37 with

around 1 minute remaining. With everything to play for and the clock winding down the

Badgers drove the length of the field to get down to the Redbax 10-yard line. Narrowly

escaping a potential game ending interception at the hands of veteran Redbax player

James Lissaman, the Badgers faced a 4th down, with 1 second on the clock. 1 chance… 1

play…



Malcolm set the huddle, and the play was called. Bunch Right Posts, on ONE on ONE,

READY….

Down, Set, GO!



Down, Set, GO! …



QB drops back, Paul heads down field as blue receiver with

Mitch mirroring on the red side. Shane shoots right from

yellow and Malcolm starts into his route. The flow of the play

draws the defense to the right side of the field, recognized

early by Malcolm. The shifty Centre sees the green grass on

the left side of the field and squeezes out of the rush of

bodies. The ball is in the air, on its way to the end zone…



Badgers score!!!!!



#52 Malcolm Mitchell catching a pass



For the third time in the game, securing him match MVP, Malcolm Mitchell scored the (walk-off, game-over) touchdown, with time

expired, to give the Honey Badgers a 42-37 victory. What a game, what a finish! Story book. A team effort on all phases, paired

with some unbelievable individual performances. Soak it in fellas!



#52 Malcolm Mitchell sneaks his way past Redbax

defender Dave Larter for a touchdown!



#34 Matt Quinn gets a flag pull from a Redbax receiver



The day didn't end there however, as the Badgers B side took the field in an attempt to

make the day a sweep for Nelson. An early touchdown drive was capped off with an

unbelievable individual effort from WR Hunter Lines to haul in a tipped ball on an extra

point. The catch was reminiscent of the Julian Edelman catch during Super 51, and gave

the Badgers an early lead. The defensive unit lead by Gregory Anderson had an

outstanding day giving nothing away to the Redbax in the first half. QB Carwyn Jones

and all round playmaker Matt Spear lead a furious aerial assault. Jordy Smith was his

usual stout LB presence, shutting down the middle of the field, and making one helluva

diving flag pull on a critical down. Gary Jeffcott was a standout on defense, constantly

providing pressure with the rush and forcing many number of turnovers including some

big-time interceptions for his teammates. Recent addition to squad, Harry Scott, provided

some dynamic speed on offense, while playmaker Dexter Rego may have scored the

touchdown of the tournament with some athletic moves after a great pass and catch.

With a 20-0 lead going into the half the Badgers B side looked anything but a ‘B side’,

putting together one of the most complete halves of football I’ve ever seen. And it didn’t

stop there…

Going into the second half the Badgers didn't take their foot off the throttle, and continued

to put points on the scoreboard. Daniel Daly had a statistically sensational performance

with some unbelievable grabs, yards, scores, and snaps. One such catch by Daly came

in a whole bunch of traffic and somehow ended up in the veteran Centre’s hands, leading

to a huge 1st down to keep a drive alive. Jake Watson played both sides of the ball,

showing his savvy as a pass-rusher, as well as taking some unflagged contact for the

team.



Badgers players huddling to get the

defensive call



A well-rounded team effort, and some extremely well thought-out game planning and play calling from the sideline coaching staff

*cough*, saw the Badgers show their class and skill finishing off the Redbax 37-20. This made even more impressive with the

Redbax B side having several notable players such as Quarterback Zac (Tebow) Pentecost who lead the Canterbury side to

victory against Nelson the previous year, as well as U19 Steel Blacks representative Nick Moore.

Two for two, what a result for the team!



It was a classy performance from the Badgers, and two well-deserved victories. Again, we thank Christchurch for hosting us on

their home soil and for organizing the event. It’s great of them to put together two teams to match up against us in our facet of the

sport.

Well done boys, we did what we set out to do!



Post-match photo with our Christchurch brothers! 2017 Nelson Honey Badgers and AFC Redbax



Without a doubt the 2016/17 season was a success. The veterans who returned to help guide and teach the new

faces, we thank you for your continued input. For the new fellas who have helped shape a new direction for the club, thank you

as well, and keep it up. It's up to everyone to continue building and learning, as well as passing on what you've learned to the next

group of rookies. I hope everyone; team, family, friends and supporters enjoyed the season and have a wonderful offseason.



Thank you, thank you. It's been a wonderful year. Football is alive and well in Nelson (and, if all goes to plan, perhaps Blenheim

soon too...). Next year will be bigger and better again!
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